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Abstract:

From National Party Congress VI (1986), the Communist Party has identified the foreign affairs for economy has a top position in the overall foreign policy; Affirming the important role of foreign economic against the stable and development economic of the country. In the international integration, the economic foreign relations continue to be the Communist Party stressed with advocates: proactive and positive in international economic integration. Goal of the foreign economic expansion and development is to create advantage economy environment, enlist the maximum outside resources for the industrialization, modernization of the country proactively; which is the effectively tool brought Vietnam growth is rapid and sustainable. Therefore, gradually, Vietnam's position be strengthening and establishing in the region and on the international scene.

Hence, through the research and analysis of advocates and policies of the Communist Party from Congress VI to XI (2011), the purpose of this research written will prove the correctness, practicality and clarifying the important role of the development of foreign economic relations since the victory implementation of innovative the country in the international integration especially.